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The first of a trilogy, One Step to Danger is a fast moving thriller, bringing together the
worlds of crime and high finance. It is a true work of fiction that could become a reality.

It was simple to arrange – a fraud that would lead to meltdown in the world’s financial
markets. Ruinous for many highly regarded names in the world of finance, it was the
foundation of the multi-billion dollar Rossi Empire.

Charles Rossi and Jacqui Di Maglio front the company, owned by Charles’ father – the
financial brain behind the action. They brush with the mafia, manipulate markets, trick
the banks and bring them to their knees. They ruin the gullible without remorse, play
the system without compunction and shoot to kill when pressed by circumstance or
faced with violence.

Charles Rossi is an enigma with a mysterious new identity. He can kill without qualms,
defraud without hesitation, be in love with Jacqui and yet remain open to seduction.

Jacqui Di Maglio, the estranged daughter of a mafia godfather, can be loyal, gentle and
loving, but she is trained in martial arts and handy with a gun. She will commit any crime
that doesn’t involve drugs and is happy to join the biggest financial scam of all time.

About the A u t h o r :Alanguage degree led John Gubert to the world of finance. Latterly, he ran a global business
for one of the world’s largest banks. Now a freelance consultant, he has, with encouragement from his journalist
wife and student son, written a gripping trilogy about a family of modern day financial buccaneers.
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